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Data Mining and Knowledge
Discovery

Practical session 1
Aljaž Osojnik

November 16, 2021

Reference/Prerequisite

• Bramer, Max. (2007). Principles of Data Mining. 10.1007/978-1-84628-766-4.

• Relevant chapters:
1. Data for Data Mining
2. Introduction to Classification: Naïve Bayes and Nearest Neighbour
3. Using Decision Trees for Classification
4. Decision Tree Induction: Using Entropy for Attribute Selection
5. Decision Tree Induction: Using Frequency Tables for Attribute Selection
6. Estimating the Predictive Accuracy of a Classifier
7. Continuous Attributes
8. Avoiding Overfitting of Decision Trees
9. More About Entropy
10. Inducing Modular Rules for Classification
11. Measuring the Performance of a Classifier
12. Association Rule Mining I
13. Association Rule Mining II
14. Clustering
15. Text Mining

https://link.springer.com/book/10.1007/978-1-4471-7307-6
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Software frameworks

• Open source machine learning and data visualization

• Interactive data analysis workflows with a large toolbox

• Visual programming

• Based on numpy, scipy and scikit-learn

Demsar J, Curk T, Erjavec A, Gorup C, Hocevar T, Milutinovic M, Mozina M, Polajnar M, Toplak M, Staric A, Stajdohar M, 
Umek L, Zagar L, Zbontar J, Zitnik M, Zupan B (2013) Orange: Data Mining Toolbox in Python, JMLR 14(Aug): 2349−2353.

• scikit-learn is gold standard of Python machine learning

• Simple and efficient tools for data mining and data analysis

• Well documented

Pedregosa et al. (2011) Scikit-learn: Machine Learning in Python, JMLR 12, pp. 2825-2830.

resources

• Software
• https://orangedatamining.com/

• Datasets
• http://file.biolab.si/datasets/

• Tutorials
• https://www.youtube.com/channel/UClKKWBe2SCAEyv7ZNGhIe4g

https://orangedatamining.com/
http://file.biolab.si/datasets/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UClKKWBe2SCAEyv7ZNGhIe4g
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Workflows in Orange

• Workflows are composed of widgets
• building blocks in Orange’s visual 

programming environment

• A typical workflow may mix widgets 
for data manipulation, visualization, 
modeling, evaluation, …

• Widgets have inputs and outputs 
(typically data objects, learner 
objects, classifier objects, …) and 
parameters

• Interactive

Classification
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Basic classification schema
No. Att1 Att2 Att3 Class

1 Yes Large 125K No

2 No Medium 100K No

3 No Small 70K No

4 Yes Medium 120K No

5 No Large 95K Yes

6 No Medium 60K No

7 Yes Large 220K No

8 No Small 85K Yes

9 No Medium 75K No

10 No Small 90K Yes

No. Att1 Att2 Att3 Class

11 No Small 55K ?

12 Yes Medium 80K ?

13 Yes Large 110K ?

14 No Small 95K ? 

15 No Large 67K ?
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Predictions

• A classifier f is a mapping 
from the (descriptive) 
attributes to the classes

f(■) = ■
• A learning algorithm learns 

from the input data and 
learns a classifier that is 
consistent with the training 
data

• The learned classifier can 
then be used to predict the 
class on now data

• How can we evaluate if the 
learned classifier is “any 
good”?

Basic classification schema – evaluation

• f is learned from Xtrain and ytrain

• During evaluation f and Xtest are 
known, while ytest is not

• Compute predictions
ypred = f(Xtest)

• Use the difference between ytest

and ypred to evaluate the model f

No. Att1 Att2 Att3 Class

1 Yes Large 125K No

2 No Medium 100K No

3 No Small 70K No

4 Yes Medium 120K No

5 No Large 95K Yes

6 No Medium 60K No

7 Yes Large 220K No

8 No Small 85K Yes

9 No Medium 75K No

10 No Small 90K Yes

Xtrain ytrain

No. Att1 Att2 Att3 Class Class

11 No Small 55K No No

12 Yes Medium 80K No Yes

13 Yes Large 110K No No

14 No Small 95K No No

15 No Large 67K Yes No
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Basic classification schema in Orange

• Train the model on the train set

• Predict the target values for  new instances

• Many possible classification algorithms:
• Decision trees

• Naive Bayes classifier

• K nearest neighbors (KNN)

• Artificial neural networks (ANN)

• …

Classification with evaluation

• Train the model on the train set

• Evaluate on the test set

• Classify new instances
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Lab exercise: Decision trees & language bias

• Dataset: A-greater-then-B.csv from http://source.ijs.si/pkraljnovak/DM_course
• Attributes A, B and C have random values

• Target variable “A>B”, has value “true” if A>B else “false”

• Use Orange trees to predict “A>B” from the attributes A, B in C
• Use separate test set for validation (Widget Data Sampler)

• Plot the training and classified data in “Scatter Plot”

• How good is the model?

• How does training set size influence model performance?

Lab exercise: Decision trees & language bias

http://source.ijs.si/pkraljnovak/DM_course
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Lab exercise: Decision trees & language bias

Training set Decision tree Test set

Same workflow, different random seed

Training set Decision tree Test set
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How to overcome this

• Feature engineering
• Create a new feature A>B
• Examples

• Person’s height and body mass
• Create a new attribute BMI (body mass index)

• Income and outcome data
• Create a new attribute “profit”

• Ensembles
• We build more models that vote for the final classification
• Random forest: Several trees built on different subsets od the training set
• On the “A>B” example, decision trees achieve CA 88,2% while random forest 90,8%
• As a general rule, classifier ensembles always outperform single classifiers

• Use other classifiers
• Linear classifier, SVM with linear kernel…

Basic classification in scikit

2_classification.py on http://source.ijs.si/pkraljnovak/DM_course

http://source.ijs.si/pkraljnovak/DM_course
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Homework

Determine how model complexity (e.g. number of leaves) and accuracy on train 
and test set interact

Datasets:

• A-greater-then-B.csv

• Another reasonably sized classification dataset from http://file.biolab.si/datasets/

You can start from code samples from
http://source.ijs.si/pkraljnovak/DM_course

Evaluation

http://file.biolab.si/datasets/
http://source.ijs.si/pkraljnovak/DM_course
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Model evaluation

• Determine how “good” the model is
• Depends heavily on the task that we’re trying to solve

• Method
• How we prepare data and measure

• Metric
• What we measure

Method: Test on a separate test set
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Method: Random sampling

• Repeat several times „Test on a separate test set“ with different test 
set selections

• Compute the mean, variance on the results …

• The evaluation is more robust as it does not depend so much on a 
single random sample

• Stratified sampling
• Stratified sampling attempts to split a data set so that the target variable 

distributions after the split are as similar as possible to the original target 
distribution

Method: Cross validation

• Most commonly used in machine learning

• Split the dataset into k (disjunctive) subsets

• Repeat k-times:
• Use a different subset for testing

• Use all the other data for training

• Each example appears in the test set only once
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Method: Leave one out

• Cross validation where each example is it’s own fold

• Useful on small datasets (highly unbiased)

• Repeat the training and evaluation N-times if there are N examples in 
the dataset

Evaluation methods in Orange

• Cross validation

• Random sampling

• Leave one out

• Test on train data

• Test on test data

Why would we want to test on training data? What kind of
results are we going to get?
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Classification evaluation metrics

Confusion matrix (error matrix)

Breakdown of the classifier’s performance, i.e., how frequently instances of class X 
were correctly classified as class X or misclassified as some other class

Example: car dataset Example: titanic dataset
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Confusion matrix

• Matrix of correct and incorrect classifications
• Rows are actual values

• Columns are predicted values

• Correct classifications are on the diagonal

Confusion matrix (binary classification)

Diagonal: correct classifications

Outside: misclassifications

Classification accuracy =

= |correct classifications| / |all examples|=

= |correct classifications| / (|correct classifications| + |misclassifications|)
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Confusion matrix in Orange

Classification accuracy

• Ratio of correctly classified examples

Classification accuracy =

= |correct classifications| / |all examples| =

= |correct classifications| / (|correct classifications|+|misclassifications|)

(generalization from the binary case)

When is classification accuracy “good”?


